Motivation: Incorporating experimental data into constraint-based models can improve the quality and accuracy of their metabolic flux predictions. Unfortunately, routinely and easily measured experimental data such as growth rates, extracellular fluxes, transcriptomics and even proteomics are not always sufficient to significantly improve metabolic flux predictions. Results: We developed a new method (called REPPS) for incorporating experimental measurements of growth rates and extracellular fluxes from a set of perturbed reference strains (RSs) and a parental strain (PS) to substantially improve the predicted flux distribution of the parental strain. Using data from five single gene knockouts and the wild type strain, we decrease the mean squared error of predicted central metabolic fluxes by $47% compared to parsimonious flux balance analysis (pFBA). This decrease in error further improves flux predictions for new knockout strains. Furthermore, REPPS is less sensitive to the completeness of the metabolic network than pFBA.
Introduction
Computational modeling of cells has enabled both qualitative and quantitative descriptions and predictions of cellular behavior. In particular, constraint-based models of genome-scale metabolic networks have been widely used to predict cellular fluxes. Constraintbased metabolic modeling has been utilized for drug discovery (Chang et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011) , metabolic engineering (Maia et al., 2016) and a variety of other biotechnology applications. Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)-which predicts the steady-state flux distribution in a cell-is the most fundamental of these methods and has been in use for over thirty years (Papoutsakis, 1984) . FBA assumes that the reaction rates in a cell are chosen to maximize a cellular objective, such as growth rate, and/or minimize total flux (Schuetz et al., 2007) . FBA quickly calculates metabolic flux states, and its predictions are consistent with experimental observations under a wide variety of conditions for wild type Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells (Edwards et al., 2001) . FBA has been utilized both for its descriptive power in elucidating the fluxes through specific reactions and pathways in a cell by using extracellular flux measurements, and for its predictive power in hypothesizing the phenotypes of novel engineered strains.
However, FBA can make inaccurate flux predictions when cells have not evolved to maximize growth or where other processes (e.g. regulation) limit metabolic fluxes (Fong and Palsson, 2004; Ibarra et al., 2002) . For example, when cells are perturbed from their optimal wild type state by changing media conditions or removing genes, they often do not exhibit maximal growth (Segrè et al., 2002) . Instead, a variety of perturbation methods (Kim and Reed, 2012; Segrè et al., 2002; Shlomi et al., 2005) have been developed which predict fluxes that are close to the un-perturbed wild type flux distribution. One such method, minimization of metabolic adjustments (MOMA), minimizes the squared difference between fluxes in a knockout strain and the wild type strain (Segrè et al., 2002) . Regulatory on/off minimization (ROOM) instead minimizes the Original Paper number of fluxes that change between the knockout and wild type strains (Shlomi et al., 2005) . These perturbation methods more accurately predict fluxes for the perturbed states than FBA; however, adaptive evolution of the perturbed strain can lead to a growth phenotype more similar to that predicted by FBA (Fong and Palsson, 2004) . While FBA can be accurate, it depends heavily upon the completeness and accuracy of the underlying genome-scale metabolic network. Any errors or omissions in these networks may result in FBA finding solutions which do not match experimental observations or solutions where incorrect or alternate pathways are utilized. Additionally, even when the network is well curated the FBA objective function (e.g. maximize growth rate) does not always lead to a unique optimal solution.
As a result of these limitations, experimental flux data is often incorporated into FBA to either constrain or bias the solution towards the experimentally observed behaviors. The simplest of these experimental measurements are extracellular fluxes, such as carbon source and oxygen uptake rates and/or by-product (e.g. acetate, lactate, CO 2 ) secretion rates. Extracellular fluxes can easily be incorporated into constraint-based models by setting fluxes to the measured values; however, these data are not sufficient to ensure a single solution (Kim and Reed, 2012; Mahadevan and Schilling, 2003) . Intracellular fluxes can also be measured using 13 C metabolic flux analysis (MFA) by tracking how 13 C from substrates is incorporated into downstream metabolites (Zamboni et al., 2009 ). While more difficult to obtain, these intracellular flux measurements can also be incorporated into metabolic models. The Relative Change method (RELATCH) incorporates MFA data, as well as extracellular flux and gene expression data, to estimate the wild type flux distribution and enzyme contributions (the amount of flux each enzyme contributes to total flux through a reaction) at a genome-scale. The wild type flux estimates from this fitting step are then used by RELATCH to predict the flux distribution of a knockout strain by minimizing relative flux changes and latent pathway activation in a second prediction step (Kim and Reed, 2012) . While MFA estimates intracellular fluxes with high precision (Leighty and Antoniewicz, 2013) , the experiments are more difficult and costly to perform than experiments measuring extracellular fluxes. As a result, MFA has been applied to a relatively few organisms (Zhang et al., 2015) . Therefore, accurate estimates of intracellular fluxes are unlikely to be available for many organisms. Additional methods have been developed to incorporate other widely measured 'omics' datasets into constraint-based models in an effort to improve flux estimations. A wide variety of methods have attempted to utilize gene expression and proteomics data (Becker and Palsson, 2008; Blazier and Papin, 2012; Chandrasekaran and Price, 2010; Colijn et al., 2009; Jensen and Papin, 2011; Zur et al., 2010) . These methods may utilize either absolute (i.e. expression values in a single condition) or relative (i.e. expression values for a single gene in different conditions) gene/protein expression data and may treat expression as being continuous or discrete. More recently, as proteomics data has become more widely available, newer methods have been developed which attempt to utilize proteomics datasets (Montezano et al., 2015) . In general, methods which utilize transcriptomic data can also utilize proteomics data and vice versa. A meta-analysis of these methods has shown that the inclusion of transcriptomics or proteomics data for many of these methods did not improve flux estimations and, in some cases, biased the solution to be less accurate than FBA predictions (Machado and Herrgå rd, 2014) . This meta-analysis did not find any improvement when utilizing proteomics data instead of transcriptomics, suggesting a lack of correlation between protein levels and reaction rates. Beyond transcriptomic and proteomics data, there is little additional experimental data that can easily be incorporated into these genome-scale computational methods. Metabolomics data cannot be incorporated directly without considering thermodynamic and kinetic constants. These methods again require extensive knowledge of the organism and in vivo enzyme kinetics, something that is unlikely to be available for most organisms.
Here, we describe a novel method which incorporates easily measured extracellular fluxes for a parental strain (i.e. wild type), as well as multiple perturbed reference strains (e.g. knockout mutants of the parental strain) to estimate intracellular fluxes in the parental strain. This new method, RElative Phenotypes for Parental Strain estimation (REPPS), simultaneously considers the available extracellular flux data for the parental and perturbed reference strains to describe the intracellular flux distributions in the parental strain. REPPS is based on the results from prior studies (Kim and Reed, 2012; Segrè et al., 2002; Shlomi et al., 2005) that perturbed strains have flux distributions that are close to the original, unperturbed state. By identifying a parental strain flux distribution which is close to the measured parental strain phenotype and predicted reference strain fluxes, REPPS is able to improve parental strain intracellular flux predictions. Using this method, we are able to better estimate the intracellular flux distribution for the parental strain compared to FBA, which results in improved intracellular flux predictions for strains derived from the parental strains using previously developed perturbation methods (e.g. MOMA). By utilizing only a small number of reference strains (RSs), REPPS can greatly improve the accuracy of the parental strain (PS) flux estimation and thus improve the prediction of derived strain (DS) phenotypes. Improving flux estimates reduces the number of experiments necessary to create a desired production strain, and thus can improve our ability to engineer strains.
Methods

Metabolic models and data
The iJR904 (Reed et al., 2003) genome-scale metabolic model for Escherichia coli K-12 was used in this analysis. The results for iJR904 were used since the model was less developed (as evident by worse pFBA predictions for the parental strain using iJR904 than iJO1366 (Orth et al., 2011) ) which would be more representative of the typical stage of model development for most organisms.
Experimental data (including growth rates, uptake and secretion rates and intracellular fluxes) for the parental strain (E. coli K-12 BW25113) and knockout mutants were taken from the studies by Ishii and colleagues (Ishii et al., 2007) and Long and colleagues (Long et al., 2016) . In the Ishii study, intracellular fluxes were estimated for 30 reactions using 13 C MFA and reported as a percentage of the glucose uptake. To convert these values into absolute fluxes, the reported MFA fluxes were multiplied by the reported glucose consumption rate. For the parental strain flux distribution, the data from three replicate experiments (RF03, RF05 and RF06) were averaged together to represent the mean MFA and extracellular flux values for the parental strain. Of the 24 knockouts studied in chemostats by the Ishii study, only 21 (Dglk, Dpgm, Dpgi, DpfkA, DpfkB, Dfbp, DfbaB, DgpmA, DgpmB, DpykA, DpykF, DppsA, Dzwf, Dgnd, Drpe, DrpiA, DrpiB, DtktA, DtktB, DtalA and DtalB) had deleted genes that were present in iJR904. In the Long study, 21 of the 22 knockouts studied in batch culture involved genes present in iJR904. Intracellular fluxes for the parental strain in batch culture were measured by the same research group and compared to PS flux predictions (Leighty and Antoniewicz, 2013).
Flux estimation with pFBA or fit
The fluxes in reference, parental and derived strains were estimated from their corresponding extracellular flux data using either pFBA (Lewis et al., 2010) or Fit. pFBA involves two sequential optimization problems. The first step of pFBA minimizes the sum of squared differences between the experimentally measured (v exp j
) and model estimates (v r j ) of the extracellular fluxes for a given reference strain (r, Equation 1.1). Mass balance, enzyme capacity and thermodynamic constraints are included in pFBA (Equations 1.2 and 1.3), where S i;j is the stoichiometric coefficient for metabolite i in reaction j, and a j and b j are flux lower and upper bounds. The biomass growth rate (v r biomass ) was fixed to the experimentally measured value (v exp biomass ; Equation 1.4). Fluxes through reactions associated with deleted genes in RSs are forced to be zero (Equation 1.5). In this work, the set of measured extracellular fluxes (J ex ) included: the growth rate; glucose and oxygen uptake rates; and by-product secretion rates for CO 2 , acetate, ethanol, lactate, succinate, pyruvate and formate.
The set of all reactions and deleted reactions are denoted as J and J KO , respectively. After the optimal solution to Equations 1.1-1.5 was found, the corresponding extracellular fluxes were fixed to these optimal values (v rÃ j , where the * indicates the optimal solution) and the sum of the absolute value of all fluxes (v r j ) was minimized in a second step to obtain the intracellular fluxes using the following linear optimization:
In contrast to pFBA, the Fit method combines these two steps into one by minimizing the enzyme contribution (V r; enz j;n ) to the fluxes (which is functionally similar to the sum of absolute fluxes) and error between measured and estimated extracellular fluxes. The enzyme contribution represents the amount of flux an enzyme (n) contributes towards total flux through a reaction (j) (Kim and Reed, 2012) . The Fit method is formulated as the following optimization problem:
The parameter c weights the second term in the objective function (Equation 3.1). In this work, c was set to 10 À7 , the same order of magnitude as the expression data used in the related fitting method in RELATCH (Kim and Reed, 2012) . Both the pFBA (Equation 1.1-2.6) and Fit (Equation 3.1-3.6) methods were applied to multiple RSs, with the resulting fluxes for reaction j in strain r denoted as v r j . These methods were also used as controls to predict the parental (w j ) and derived (v 
Parental strain flux estimation with REPPS
REPPS estimates the parental strain (PS) flux distribution (w j ) by minimizing an objective function which includes two terms (Equation 4.1). The first term is the sum of squared error between estimated and measured (w exp j ) extracellular PS fluxes (analogous to the terms in pFBA and Fit objective functions). The second term is the average Euclidean distance between each RS flux distribution (v r j ) and the PS fluxes (w j ), for a set of RSs (defined as set R). As with the pFBA and Fit methods, REPPS includes mass balance, enzyme capacity and thermodynamic constraints. REPPS is formulated as the following optimization problem:
REPPS PFBA is used to indicate that the REPPS method was used to predict PS fluxes (Equation 4.1-4.3) using the RS flux distributions (v 
Derived strain (DS) flux estimation
MOMA (Segrè et al., 2002) and ROOM (Shlomi et al., 2005) were used to predict the fluxes in the derived strains (v d j ) from flux estimates for the parental strain (w j ) made with REPPS or pFBA. In this study, the derived strains (d) were single gene knockouts, and so fluxes through associated reactions (J KO ) were forced to be zero.
MOMA was formulated as the following optimization problem:
ROOM was formulated as:
Error and distance calculations
The mean squared error (MSE) was used as a metric to measure the quality of fit between the estimated or predicted fluxes and the experimentally measured intracellular fluxes from 13 C MFA. The estimated and predicted fluxes were determined using different methods (REPPS, pFBA, Fit and MOMA) for different strains (RS, PS and DS). For any strain, the difference between the predicted and measured flux was squared and summed over all measured intracellular fluxes. This sum-squared error was then normalized by the number of measured fluxes (defined in the set J MFA ) to give the MSE. The MSE has units of mmol 2 /(gDW*hr) 
To identify the best possible fit to the MFA results, the minimum possible MSE was also calculated by minimizing the MSE (Equation 7) with mass balance, enzyme capacity and thermodynamic constraints imposed (Equation 4.2-4.3). When explicitly stated, the minimum MSE was also calculated subject to the best possible fit for measured extracellular data. This was calculated by first finding the best fit to the extracellular data (Equation 1.1-1.5) before minimizing the MSE (Equation 7 with w j ¼ v r j ) with mass balance, enzyme capacity, thermodynamic, extracellular flux and knockout constraints (Equation 2.2-2.6).
The mean pairwise distance between the central metabolic fluxes in a set of reference strains (defined as set R) is formulated as:
All optimization problems were solved using CPLEX (for pFBA, ROOM and FVA for pFBA), CONOPT (for Fit, MOMA, REPPS and minimum MSE), or IPOPT followed by CONOPT (for FVA for Fit, MOMA and REPPS) and accessed using GAMS 24.1.3 (GAMS Development Corp.; 1217 Potomac St, NW; Washington DC 20007, USA). Density functions were calculated using the 'geom_density' function in the 'ggplot2' package of R. Each density curve integrates to one and is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel function.
Results
To estimate intracellular fluxes in a parental strain, REPPs uses extracellular flux measurements for the parental strain (PS) and multiple reference strains (RS), which are perturbations of the parental strain (e.g. knockout mutants of PS). Figure 1 illustrates the REPPS procedure and compares it to the fitting step of RELATCH; the latter of which uses expression, MFA and extracellular flux datasets to calculate the PS's intracellular fluxes. Similar to RELATCH, REPPS uses experimental data to improve the PS flux estimation; however, REPPS does not require expression or MFA data. Instead, REPPS utilizes extracellular flux data from multiple reference strains (RS). The REPPS PS flux estimate can then be used to predict fluxes and phenotypes for novel perturbed strains derived from the parental strain using existing knockout prediction tools (e.g. MOMA). These derived strains (DS) are functionally similar to RSs in that they are all derived from the PS; however, no experimental data from the DSs are used with REPPS. Instead, REPPS predicts the phenotype and fluxes of the DSs. By utilizing only a small number of RSs, REPPS can greatly improve the accuracy of the PS flux estimation which improves the prediction of DS phenotypes.
In order to evaluate our method, we utilized data reported by Ishii et al., which contains measured extracellular fluxes and intracellular fluxes (from 13 C MFA) for 21 single gene knockouts which are present in iJR904, as well as the wild type grown in a chemostat. We utilized this data to test the predicted flux distributions from REPPS against the reported MFA data for the PS, RSs and DSs.
Fitting reference strain fluxes
REPPS relies on estimates for the RS intracellular flux distributions from the RS extracellular flux measurements. To estimate these intracellular flux distributions for all 21 mutants and the parental strain two approaches were used: (i) parsimonious FBA (or pFBA, where the total absolute flux is minimized after fitting the extracellular fluxes) and (ii) a Fit method (where total absolute flux and errors between measured and estimated extracellular fluxes were minimized simultaneously). We then calculated the mean-squared error (MSE) between the predicted fluxes and the measured intracellular fluxes ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Results from these two approaches were compared to a best possible fit (where the errors between estimated and measured intracellular fluxes were minimized after fitting the extracellular fluxes). Overall, both pFBA and the Fit method have similar accuracy for predicting flux distributions. The average (and median) MSE across all strains was 1.48 (and 1.09) for pFBA and 1.52 (and 0.78) for Fit, as compared to 1.10 (and 0.55) for the best possible fit. Therefore, while the Fit method appears to be more accurate than pFBA for the majority of strains, it results in a higher number and range of outliers that could potentially bias the REPPS formulation. Since it was not apparent which RS fitting method would be more effective when estimating the PS fluxes in REPPS, both pFBA and Fit were used to estimate RS fluxes for REPPS (referred to as REPPS PFBA and REPPS FIT , respectively) and the resulting REPPS PS fluxes were compared to measured values. The PS fluxes estimated from the extracellular fluxes using pFBA and the Fit method were also used as controls to compare against PS fluxes estimated using REPPS.
Estimating parental strain fluxes
The objective function in REPPS includes two terms: the first term minimizes differences between the predicted and measured PS extracellular fluxes, while the second term minimizes the average Euclidean distance between the predicted PS flux distribution and the estimated RS flux distributions (estimated using either pFBA or Fit). Before using REPPS, it was first necessary to determine whether these two terms should be weighted equally. This was done by evaluating how the MSE for REPPS' PS flux predictions changed as the weighting of the second term of the REPPS objective was varied between 0 and 1 000 000, using either one or five RSs. These results ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ) indicated that the error decreased asymptotically as the weighting increased for both conditions. However, equally weighting the two terms resulted in sufficiently low mean squared error (MSE), particularly when multiple RSs were included. Since REPPS should be used with multiple RSs, both terms were weighed equally in the multicomponent objective function. REPPS was then used to estimate the PS flux distribution utilizing training sets with varying numbers of RSs (Fig. 2) . For a given training set size, a set of RSs from the available pool of 21 knockouts were selected and used by REPPS to calculate the PS flux distribution and corresponding MSE. This random selection was repeated 40 times for each training set size (between three and twenty) to obtain a representative MSE distribution for a given number of RSs. The RS fluxes used by REPPS were estimated using either pFBA or the Fit method. REPPS PFBA indicates pFBA predicted RSs' fluxes were used, and REPPS FIT indicates RSs' fluxes predicted by the Fit method were used.
Regardless of whether REPPS PFBA or REPPS FIT was utilized to estimate the RSs' fluxes, REPPS was able to more accurately estimate the PS fluxes compared to other methods (pFBA or Fit) that used only the PS extracellular flux measurements. Both REPPS PFBA and REPPS FIT had similar error levels when more than four RSs were used, with both converging to a median and mean MSE of 0.41 and 0.39 respectively when 20 RSs were used-a 53% and 56% reduction in error compared to the PS flux estimation by pFBA. The lowest possible MSE for the PS flux estimate was 4.1 Â 10 À 5 , calculated by minimizing the error between the measured 13 C MFA and estimated fluxes under mass balance, enzyme capacity and thermodynamic constraints. When less than four RSs were used, REPPS FIT had a lower mean MSE and a lower median MSE than REPPS PFBA . REPPS FIT was susceptible to outliers when just one RS was used; however, when two or more RSs were used the REPPS FIT PS flux estimation was consistently more accurate compared to the PS flux estimation from pFBA. Furthermore, when five or more RSs were used REPPS FIT was substantially more accurate than the PS fluxes estimated using the Fit method (which just uses PS extracellular flux measurements). While utilizing more RSs continues to improve the quality of the REPPS FIT prediction, the marginal utility of additional RSs drops quickly after five RSs. Therefore, REPPS FIT is likely to be more accurate than existing methods when at least five RSs are used. Using REPPS FIT with five RSs results in a median MSE of 0.46 while REPPS PFBA with five RSs had a median MSE of 0.50. These errors were, respectively, 47% and 43% lower than the MSE of the PS flux estimation using pFBA. They were also 30% and 23% lower than the PS MSE calculated using the Fit method. Overall, it is clear that utilizing REPPS FIT better predicts the actual PS flux distribution since it significantly outperforms pFBA and the Fit method when more than five RSs are used and it performs as well or better than REPPS PFBA . Additional analysis found that improved REPPS FIT predictions were not simply due to having more extracellular flux measurements for the RSs. For a more recent dataset from mutants grown in batch culture (Long et al., 2016) , REPPS FIT predictions were found to be more accurate than pFBA and Fit predictions using the PS Supplementary Fig. S3 ).
While REPPS FIT performs well with more than 5 RSs, there is still a range of possible solutions depending upon which specific RSs are used. It is therefore important to identify which RS properties lead to better solutions. The inclusion of specific RSs did not substantially impact the PS MSE when multiple RSs were used ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ) even though predicted and measured intracellular fluxes varied across the RS strains ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Instead, the PS MSE was negatively correlated to the mean pairwise distance between RSs used by REPPS FIT . Figure 3 shows that when the RSs are more different (indicated by a greater mean pairwise distance, Equation 8), the MSE for PS fluxes tends to be lower than with RSs with smaller mean pairwise distances. This trend is consistent for all numbers of RSs ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Therefore, it is better to use REPPS FIT with a set of RSs with greater predicted flux differences than to use a particular RS.
As with many constraint-based methods, alternate optimal solutions can exist. Flux variability analysis was used to look for alternate solutions with different fluxes in those reactions that were measured experimentally using 13 C MFA. Alternate solutions were found for the Fit and pFBA estimated fluxes. Flux spans (defined as the maximum minus minimum flux value) for individual reactions across alternate solutions were much smaller for Fit (<0.22 mmol/ gDW/h) than pFBA (<37.14 mmol/gDW/h). However, this flux variability was strain dependent with PS pFBA and Fit predictions showing little variability (average flux spans were 1.7 Â 10 À3 and 2.6 Â 10 À5 mmol/gDW/h, respectively) and Drpe and DtktA RS predictions showing higher flux variability (average flux spans were 6.0 and 3.2 Â 10 À2 mmol/gDW/h for DtktA, respectively, Supplementary Fig.   S7 ). Given these results, it would be better to use Fit to calculate the RS fluxes for REPPS and to use RS strains with less flux variability across alternate solutions. While Fit and pFBA have alternate solutions, FVA found little variation across alternate solutions to REPPS FIT (given a set 5 RS flux distributions), impacting the PS MSE values by less than 0.01. It is important that methods are robust against small errors in network reconstructions since less developed models (i.e. models of less characterized organisms) will often be missing reactions which have not yet been characterized or contain incorrect reactions introduced during gap-filling. In order to test the sensitivity of flux predictions to reaction omissions in a genome-scale metabolic model, each non-essential reaction used in the PS flux estimates from both REPPS FIT and pFBA was individually deleted and the PS flux distribution was re-calculated using both REPPS FIT and pFBA. Each of the 40 combinations of five RSs previously calculated was utilized as the REPPS FIT solution. For example, the REPPS FIT PS solution using Dglk, DgpmA, DgpmB, DrpiA and DtktB as the RSs contained 426 active reactions while the pFBA solution utilized a total of 299 active reactions. There was an intersection of 295 active reactions, 75 of which were non-essential. Each of these 75 non-essential reactions was individually deleted and REPPS FIT or pFBA were used to calculate PS fluxes. This process was repeated for all 40 REPPS FIT solutions with five RSs, and the resulting MSE distribution is shown in Figure 4 . Overall, the pFBA solutions had a median MSE of 0.99. REPPS FIT had a median MSE of 0.49, almost identical to the MSE of 0.46 with the complete metabolic network. Furthermore, REPPS FIT has a substantially smaller interquartile range than pFBA, indicating that it is less impacted by single reaction deletions. This Figure  2 . For each set of RSs, the mean pairwise distance was calculated between all predicted RSs fluxes (Eq. 7). The distance for a pair of RS fluxes was based on the Fit predictions for only the central metabolic fluxes (those which were measured using 13 C MFA)
highlights the strength of REPPS in improving the flux estimation for organisms which have been less studied and may have incomplete or less developed genome-scale metabolic models.
Predicting derived strain fluxes
While REPPS improves the PS flux estimation, for strain design applications it is pertinent to see whether a more accurate PS flux estimate improves flux predictions in strains derived from the parental strain (referred to here as derived strains, DSs). To test this, the 40 PS estimations from REPPS FIT using 5 RSs were used with MOMA and ROOM to predict the remaining 16 DSs for a total of 640 DS estimations. As a control, the flux distributions for all 21 DS single gene knockouts were predicted by pFBA directly and by MOMA and ROOM with PS flux estimates from pFBA. A comparison of the MSE distributions for the DS strains shows that REPPS FIT and MOMA resulted in the lowest MSEs (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, REPPS FIT with MOMA (median MSE ¼ 0.59), which did not use any experimental data from the DSs, performed better than pFBA (median MSE ¼ 1.05), which used experimental extracellular measurements for the derived strains. By utilizing REPPS FIT with five reference strains for the parental strain estimation and MOMA for the derived strain estimation, the median MSE of the 16 remaining knockouts was 43% lower than that of the more traditional approach of pFBA to estimate parental fluxes and MOMA to predict derived strain fluxes. ROOM performed similarly to MOMA; however, it required, on average, 66 times longer to solve. Overall, this analysis indicates that the more accurate parental strain flux estimates generated by REPPS improves flux predictions for strains subsequently derived from the parental strain. REPPS substantially improves the prediction of flux distributions for parental strains which further improves flux predictions for derived strains compared to traditional methods. REPPS was robust to network omissions and required a small amount of data. REPPS can be easily used to model a wide variety of organisms when their behavior is mis-predicted by FBA. Further extension of REPPS to utilize alternative methods for reference strain estimation or utilizing non-wild type parental strains is also possible. By enabling more accurate modeling of organisms, REPPS will improve metabolic engineering efforts and help guide experimental studies on organisms which possess unique phenotypes and/or pathways, but are not as comprehensively studied as model organisms. 
